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Message from the Board of Directors
Dear Members of Saint-Antoine 50+ Community Centre,
It was indeed a privilege for me to have served as President of the Board of Directors during the past year among
dedicated and active Board members.
Another year has come and gone and it has been one that has been remarkably successful and rewarding as we
celebrated 50 years. Our objective is to offer a better quality of life to seniors in the community. Our overall goal is to
break isolation and empower our seniors to remain independent for as long as possible.
The Centre is fortunate to have had a dedicated Director in Rose Mary Silletta and a hard- working staff. Together they
have done a remarkable job at expanding our outreach while strengthening our programs and services. Because of this
we have been able to increase the value of services to our members.
During the year we said goodbye to two staff members upon their retirement. We welcomed the return of a staff
member from maternity leave and also welcomed two new staff members. Through their team spirit, we hope to move
our Centre forward with innovative activities.
The Board of Directors encourages each member to make use of our facilities and to participate in the programs that
are offered. Bring your friends along to enjoy our hospitality. Your suggestions are also welcome and if you wish to
volunteer your time to help out, we welcome that as well. We want you to consider the Centre as a home away from
home.
Thank you, once again, to our dedicated Board members, staff and volunteers for all you do. Have a safe and
wonderful summer.
Sincerely,

Elizabeth Quinn
Elizabeth Quinn
President, Board of Directors

Elizabeth Quinn, President

Patricia Pitre, Tenant representative

Jean-Paul Lalonde, Past president

Donna Monk, Tenant Representative

Nancy Barr, Vice-President, secretary

Keeton Clarke, Director

Debbie Delvecchio, Human resources

Patricia Joy Oliver, Director

Claudette Cazeneuve, Treasurer /Tenant representative

Dr Calvin Kalman, Financial Director
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Message from the direction
This year was a very special one at Saint-Antoine 50+ Community Centre as we celebrated 50 years of service to the
community! To highlight this momentous occasion, we welcomed members, volunteers, and guests to our 50th
Anniversary Celebration.
I take this opportunity to share with you some of the changes and successes we saw at Saint-Antoine 50+ Community
Centre in the past year. Our community support department said goodbye to Maggie as she left for a well-earned
retirement; Louise stepped into her position. Élise returned from her maternity leave and Judy continues on 3 days per
week to help meet the department’s increasing demands for services. The kitchen also saw changes. Our cook, Tiffany,
went on maternity leave. Sandy, who came to us as a stagiaire from The Tyndale Employment Centre, was asked to
replace Tiffany until she returns. We also said goodbye to our community outreach worker, Johanne Lafleur, and
wished her all the best in her retirement. Kelly is now Assistant to the Director/Coordinator of Volunteer & Community
Support Services, as well as supporting the Team.
This allows me to attend to other needs such as building new partnerships with Seniors Action Quebec, The Father
Dowd Foundation, and Catholic Action Montreal. I also have more time to devote to fundraising and creating a
fundraising committee to help raise money for our growing needs.
The goals we had identified for the 2017-2018 year included continuing to increase our overall membership, expanding
our activities, creating satellite programs, and developing more communication tools in order to increase the Centre’s
visibility. We are working on constructing a website and we continue to improve our Facebook page in order to better
promote our programs and services. We have also modified the monthly newsletter to keep Members informed of the
latest developments. We have been active on more committees and have increased our visibility by participating in
more community events.
I wish to say a heartfelt thank you to everyone involved in making Saint-Antoine 50+ “A home away from home” for our
seniors. Partners, Funders, Volunteers, and Members have all been instrumental in supporting us as we strive to
provide holistic programs and services that help make a positive impact on the lives of older adults.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the team for all their hard work and making the centre a success!

Rose Mary Silletta
Rose Mary Silletta, Director
Akram Sherif, Accountant
Kelly Thompson, Assistant of the

Louise

Barbeau,

Community support

worker

Judy Jarvis, Community support worker

director,
volunteer
coordinator,
community support coordinator

Valérie Mirvil, Assistant of the Volunteer

Susan Staple, Activities programmer

Clémentine Genest, HLM Community

Sandra Shields, Cook
Élise Campeau, Community support

coordinator

worker

Stephanie Fontaine, ITMAV community
worker

worker
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Mission, Vision & Values
Mission
Saint-Antoine 50+ Community Centre is a social service organization that offers diverse programs and
services to all seniors, as well as other adults, in the community. We strive to enhance the quality of life
of individuals and community in the south-west area of Montreal.

Values

Vision

Our core values of liberty, respect, integrity,
and commitment guide our actions and are at
the heart of every interaction between our
staff and those we serve.

At Saint Antoine 50+, we are dedicated to
enhancing individuals’ quality of life; to
breaking isolation through community
integration; to favouring mutual help; to
encouraging independence; and to preventing
premature institutionalization.

LIBERTY : Every person’s right to choose to
accomplish his/her social role by inter-relating
with his/her environment..

RESPECT : The consideration each person
deserves when in contact with our organization.
Inter-personal relations must be dignified and
respectful.

INTEGRITY : The sense of values which govern
our Centre and our daily activities. It is defined
by straightforward attitudes, honesty, loyalty,
and dedication.

COMMITMENT

:

We strive to help our Members develop their
self-esteem by enhancing our core values.
Those qualities are in each individual and must
be promoted in order for them to achieve
optimal personal growth.
The development of self-esteem must guide
daily behaviours within the Centre between
those providing services and those receiving
services.

Defines the abilities,

attitudes,
and
behaviours
aimed
at
accomplishing the mission of the Centre to the
benefit of the persons who use our services.
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Our community centre, a second family
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Social & recreational activities
Membership
Membership closed on March 31, 2018 with a total of 191 members.
137 females, 54 males.
In order to increase membership and to promote our programs, this year the Centre offered Soup & Share to
the HLM’s in Little Burgundy. 4 HLM’s were visited throughout the year, taking pots of soup to share with
tenants. At these lunches, staff presented our programs and invited them to attend our activities.
About 60 people attended these lunches. Mrs. L asked, “ Can I get the recipe for this soup, it is delicious.” 4
new members were signed up after attending these lunches.

Satellites
Our partnership with the Marguerite Bourgeois school board continues. 19 people signed up to participate in
an Ipad class. A teacher and 19 Ipads were provided by the school board once a week for 2 hours. Thanks to
this program we were able to increase our membership, break isolation and provide tenants with some new
computer skills. Tai Chi at Jean Brilliant continues to be popular and they are looking forward to a new
session in September. Mme L. commented, “ I like the idea that I don’t have to go out, the teacher comes to
us.”

New Activities
Thanks to our collaboration with the Concordia Arts
Program we were able to offer Painting and Drawing
classes from September until March. 10 participants
signed up and enjoyed weekly sessions with 4 students( 2
per class). At the end of the year, a vernissage was held
to display all the work that the students had done.
Participants were very proud of the work they had done,
which led to a higher sense of self esteem and a chance
to socialize with other members of the Centre.
Mrs. B. remarked, “ My daughter was impressed with all
the art work that I did. She especially liked my first
painting.”
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Special Events
Once again, thanks to the generosity of the Erin Sports Association,
we were able to provide 110 members with a delicious Christmas
dinner A visit from the Christmas Elf and a gift were the highlights
of the day.
Seniors were able to socialize and have a healthy Christmas dinner.
Mr. L. commented, “This is my fifth Christmas dinner and the best
one I have had. I tell everyone that Saint Antoine has the best
meals.”
Other events held throughout the year were our Mexican Fiesta,
Summer carnival, Strawberry Festival, and a corn roast. Flyers were
sent out to community organizations and people from the community
attended some of these events. Mrs. B commented that she had never
had a Mexican meal. After trying it she remarked, “ I didn’t know what
I was missing.”

Meal Program
The Centre continues to offer healthy, nourishing meals to our members and fosters a sense of welcoming
and friendly atmosphere. Members enjoy their time together and look forward to seeing each other every
week. Mrs. C, who is a very picky eater commented, “ I am really enjoying the food here.”

Weekly Programs
Our regular programs such as computers, exercise and
games continue to be popular and members continue
to register to participate. These activities allow our
seniors to remain autonomous and to socialize with
their peers. Mr. R. stated,
“The Tai Chi helps me with my arthritis and keeps me
moving. I look forward to it every week.”
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Volunteering at Saint-Antoine
This has been an extremely exciting year, celebrating 50 years of
supporting Seniors and looking forward to being able to continue to meet
their needs has created an environment full of energy!
To Commemorate our 50 years of services,
the department and 13 students and
volunteers created a short film entitled;
“Saint-Antoine 50+, our Past, Present and
Future “ featuring the history of our center as well as several testimonials.

New role
Over the past year, my position has evolved from Coordinating one department to coordinating the Centre in
the new role of Assistant to the Director, Coordinator of Volunteer & Community Support Services. This has
given me the opportunity to support my colleagues as they continue to develop relevant and innovative
services and activities for our members.
Important to note is our newly renovated dining room that welcomes
our members into a fresh, vibrant atmosphere. Our emphasis this past
year has been to make new connections with both corporate and
community while strengthening existing ones. Many of our special
events captured this goal, especially the spirit of giving that motivated
us as Staff, Volunteers, and Members took part in Centraide’s annual
fundraiser “The March of 1000 Umbrellas”

Volunteer Impact
This year 177 Volunteers and Students invested 2 761 hours and 2 274 units of service to ensure that our
Seniors were supported, included, and participated in having a better quality of life. The Volunteer
department worked directly with 111 of our Volunteers who donated 1037 volunteer hours doing a total of
900 actions to help our department respond to the needs of the
Centre. This increase was notably due to more Corporate and
Educational Institutions playing a more active role and joining our
team of Volunteers. Our Centre has been identified as a learning
institute and we supported students doing their field placements
with us. McGill and Concordia Universities, as well as Université de
Montreal, partnered with us. In addition, Dawson College, Tyndale
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Employment Centre and Plateau des Seigneurs also embarked on placing their
participants with us for work experience.

Volunteer Support
High on our list of priorities is to provide collective learning & networking
opportunities for our Volunteers. In addition to
the orientation and on-site support given to our
volunteers, we also created our “Volunteers Just
Wanna Have Fun Club”, with the goal being to
have fun collectively while exploring a particular
subject and interacting with other volunteers over light refreshments. To
date we have explored “how to manage stress” and “effective
communication”.
Celebrating our volunteers during Volunteer Week, we highlighted their years of involvement with us, ranging
from 1 year to 50 years. The sense of pride and accomplishment felt during the event was amazing. Our
volunteers make it possible for us to realize our Mission of providing programs and services to our Seniors
through breaking their isolation and helping them to remain autonomous.
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Community Support
Positive impacts
Community Support has had another busy year offering support and programs to help vulnerable seniors
access services and to remain active and participating in the community. The development of new
procedures and policies that were implemented last year continues to offer more efficient operations for the
organization. Efforts were quite favorable in the restructuring of our department, redistributing caseloads
and administrative task in response to a staff member retiring and the return of a staffer from maternity
leave. Over the year we have had an increase in requests for assessments and all other services. As a result,
for the first time in the history of Saint-Antoine 50+, Community Support services have had to establish a
waiting list for people wishing to utilize our services. We are grateful for the kind words of members who
acknowledge the hard work we do every day on their behalf. A volunteer was told “Our sister enjoys your
visits so much, you have become a friend to her and it makes her happy; the $15.00 is so worth it”. Another
member whose brother called about his renewal expressed “my brother enjoys the friendly calls and has
come out of his shell in such a beautiful way I know he will want to renew next year”, he then asked to be
renewed for two years. With this type of feedback and experiencing the positive changes we make in
members life everyday Community Support remains steadfast in our efforts to offer the highest possible
quality of life for our members.

Preventing Loss of Autonomy
The main objective in Community Support is to promote and support dignity and autonomy of members. We
encourage members not only to access our services, we also provide information and referrals to other
institutions when necessary. We work closely with organizations, including CIUSSS and La MaisonNette SudOuest to provide a better quality of life for members. This year we were able to increase the numbers of
services delivered to members. At Community Support, we know first-hand how autonomy and dignity can
be threatened when people are not given adequate information. We work diligently trying to combat this
every day. An example of this occurred with a member who was misdiagnosed by clinicians and society and
had been ostracized all his life. The member suffered for many years unable to comprehend why this was
happening. A few months ago, the member discovered that the problem was autism, Community Support
was able to advocate and establish a connection with Autism Montreal (AM) allowing the member to access
services with the organization. To date, with continued appointments at AM, the member has shared feeling
like a new person with chances of having a normal life. Another member unable to leave her apartment in
four years was overjoyed when she learned her volunteer was going to take her outside. She tearfully stated
in excitement “I cannot believe I will be able to touch snow again after all these years”.
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Information and Referrals
Community Support workers saw a significant increase in referrals from CLSC and the Canadian Cancer
Society over the past year. This was addressed with the creation of Community Support case review meetings
to provide peer support and share intervention strategies. In addition, Community Support has continued to
make numerous referrals to older adults needing guidance to different organizations that would better serve
their needs. Despite our limited resources our staff has been working very hard to get social workers for
many members to help them remain in their own homes despite their changing physical needs. Community
Support continues to brighten the lives of members by staying connected; we maintained presence as much
as possible even for hospitalized members. One such member stated “Saint-Antoine 50+ has been one of the
positive things in my life, even though I am unable to leave the hospital, I cannot imagine not having the
organization in my life”.

Community Development and Education
Our members and volunteers have had learning opportunities through workshops and discussions on
subjects such as senior’s mobility, seniors and bullying, bed bug infestation and fire safety. In addition,
Community Support has also met with Groupe des Aidants du Sud-Ouest de Montreal. Never working in
isolation, we have also participated in different community committees, tables and events throughout the
year, sharing resources and networking. We continue to work in partnership with other organizations with
emphasis on streamlining services within our territory.

Breaking Isolation
This year we continued to offer:
Friendly Visits, Daily Friendly Calls, Weekly Friendly Calls, Daily
Security Calls, Listening and follow-up calls
Saint-Antoine 50 + is committed to breaking isolation among older adults and this is apparent in many ways
by our services in Community Support. Friendly visits were started by the brothers in 1966 and has remained
a part of our strategy to break isolation for 50 years. An illustration of this transpired when an assessment
was done for Madame A who immigrated to Canada later in life and spoke little or no English. Her daughter’s
wish was to find her a Hungarian speaking friendly visitor or caller to break her isolation. This request was not
a very easy one but the Community Support team was on the look out from then on. A few months later a
referral came in and a Community Support member went to do the assessment. To her surprise, the person
being assessed spoke four languages of which Hungarian was one. With approval from the new member
phone numbers were exchanged and she began phone conversations with Madame A. The new member
was talking with another friend and related about Madame A and what had happened, the friend then asked
what the name of the person was. When she told her the name, the friend realized that this was her longlost friend from back home. They had raised their children together but lost touch when she moved to
Canada.
In short, they all became acquainted. Last New Year’s Eve, some spent time together and to- date they have
created close friendships with others in the Hungarian community.
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Intervention services
ITMAV Program
Positive Impacts
The goals of the ITMAV program for 2017-2018 were to consolidate its interventions outside of the HLM
setting, to build lasting partnerships within our community, and to find new ways to outreach to isolated
seniors

Breaking Isolation
Breaking the isolation of people 50 and over is what we strive to do every day. From our very first contact
with a senior, we begin to break their isolation. After which, the goal becomes to help them become
autonomous in their own efforts to break their isolation, which can manifest in different ways and have many
causes. Whether it is due to a lack of knowledge of available resources, to peer isolation, to mistreatment, or
by choice, there is a response and an intervention to be done.
This was an action year for peer breaking peer isolation and for fighting elder abuse.
Several individuals from a seniors’ residence informed our ITMAV intervention worker of a delicate
situation between a building employee and several residents. The people were afraid to talk about
the problems within the building and a number of intimidating situations were reported. Our
intervention worker’s role was to gather all the stories and present them to the building’s
management, as well as to the Service de Police de la Ville de Montréal (SPVM)’s Station 15
Community Officer. As a result of this intervention, the situation improved.

Community Development
By outreaching to the community, our intervention worker was able to participate in a number of projects,
committees, and meetings throughout the year.

Rendez-vous des aîné.e.s
In May 2017, our intervention worker joined the Rendezvous des aînés.e.s 2017 organizing committee. Her
participation enabled her to outreach to 370 seniors during
the event. She then also participated in organizing the
Rendez-vous des aînés.e.s 2018 to be held in May 2018.

Reference Tools
In addition to her participation in the Rendez-vous des
aîné.e.s, our intervention worker also helped create the
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Outils de références du Reroupement des organismes pour aînés et aînées du sud-ouest de
Montréal (ROPASOM). This tool will be officially launched in May 2018.

Committees and Meetings
As part of her duties, our intervention worker participated in
meetings of the ROPASOM, of un PARI pour NOUS of Ville
Émard, of South-West sector intervention workers, as well as
of the Communauté d’apprentissage ITMAV (CA-ITMAV).

Education
A project was created in partnership with the Centre intégré universitaire de santé et de services sociaux
(CIUSSS) and Prévention Sud-Ouest (PSO). The goal of this project was to bring information workshops to the
residences where seniors live. From its modest beginnings at the Jean-Brilliant residence, this project has
grown and today is ongoing in 4 residences, with the possibility of outreaching to 300 seniors.

Health & Well-Being
This year, our intervention worker was invited to assist in the CIUSSS vaccination campaign. This enabled her
to access 3 seniors’ residences and to meet those tenants who tend not to participate in activities or
workshops.

Interventions, Referrals, & Support Services
Interventions, referrals, and support services are at the heart of ITMAV’s mission. Every day, our intervention
worker meets seniors, does follow-ups, and finds appropriate resources to meet a number of different of
needs.
“I am finally happy. At last, thanks to you, I have an apartment for $230/month. Thank you so much,
you’ve been a real help”. M.Y.H.
“Your visit today did me so much good. I find it hard to cry in front of people, but it makes me feel
better to cry in front of you”. Mme M. L.
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Intervention services
HLM support program
Positive Impacts
Throughout the year, our community outreach worker worked in partnership with the Office municipal
d’habitation de Montréal (OMHM) on a project linked to the Projet d’accompagnement, de référence et d’intervention (PARI), the Projet Salubrité.

Interventions, Referrals, & Support Services
The OMHM’s project to address sanitary conditions & vermin infestations enabled our community outreach
worker to access 6 buildings in order to conduct monthly and bi-monthly visits with tenants considered at
high risk of infestation due to psychosocial needs. At year’s end, 16 individuals received on-going support
from our community outreach worker.
The support she provided was as varied as the individuals she helped:


Caregiver support, active listening, and accompaniment



Support for treatment against vermin; help to ease fears and concerns; help in preparing for, and linking with, the OMHM and exterminators; etc.
Psychosocial support, active listening, referrals, conflict mediation, accompaniment to appropriate resources, etc.



Education
In addition to her participation in the Projet Salubrité, our community outreach worker continues to offer
workshops in the residences. These information sessions are often geared towards offering ongoing monitoring of vermin management. Some examples include:



Pest control
Indoor & Outdoor waste containment

Community Development
Tenant committee support continues as needed.

Finally, we say a heartfelt goodbye to Johanne Lafleur, our community outreach worker. After 6 years as a
member of the Saint-Antoine 50+ team, Johanne is leaving us for a well-deserved retirement.
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Housing Complexe
The management and Board of Directors of Saint-Antoine 50+ Community Centre are jointly responsible for
implementing the parameters under which the housing complex must operate. These operational standards
are established by the Société d'habitation du Québec (hereby referred to as SHQ) that provides funding for
the complex.
The housing complex is comprised of 23 apartment units for low-income seniors able to live autonomously.
Those interested in obtaining a unit must file an application form with the Centre’s management; they must
also have an income no higher than the maximum allowable income as determined by the SHQ. The complex
consists of two studio apartments for a single person; seventeen 3 ½’s for a single person or a couple; and
four 4 ½’s for couples who, for medical reasons, cannot share a room, or for seniors whose adult child lives
with them as their caregiver.
When a unit becomes available, any necessary repairs are done in preparation for the new tenant.
Candidates’ applications are reviewed by a selection committee which includes the Centre’s Director, an
employee of the Community Support department, and a tenant representative. The selection committee
interviews applicants and conducts a home visit to assess their living conditions. Applicants are assessed
based on an existing scoring system and the person who has collected the most points is granted the
apartment. This year, 2 apartments became available due to loss of the tenant’s autonomy or move to
another residence.
Unlike assisted living facilities, the complex offers no on-site medical support (no doctors, no nurses);
therefore, all tenants must be fully autonomous. When tenants lose their autonomy, they, or their families,
must appeal to the CLSC or other social service organizations for support. This may result in their having to
relocate to a residence better suited to their needs. Our Community Support department can assist by
providing information and referral to such organizations.
This year, we also completed repairs to the building’s roof.
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Saint-Antoine in numbers...

191 members
137 women
54 men

80 members
supported by the
community
support
department

4 994 Meals

257 services &
activities

23 335 units of
services given this
year

168 Volunteers

2 761 hours

18 students

2 274 actions
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Saint-Antoine in numbers...
Member’s profile
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Saint-Antoine in numbers...
Volunteer’s profile
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Conclusion
We at Saint-Antoine 50+ Community Centre are very proud of the work we have achieved throughout this
50th years of activity and hope to continue to make positive changes and improvements in the coming years.
If we had to choose one word to describe 2017-2018, it would be innovation. Indeed, we innovated in
several spheres this year:


Our Volunteer Department has grown larger than expected and created its "Volunteer Just Wanna have
fun Club".



Our Community Support Department was the victim of it success. With the augmentation of request,
we had to create our first waiting list.



Our activities are now offered in several housing in the borough.

We are still swarming with ideas for the year 2018-2019 and look forward to putting them in place and
presenting them to you next year !
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Thank you!!!
We are very grateful for our funders for making it possible to accomplish our mission in the South-West
Community.

Special thanks to our collaborators and partners:

We also thank the private donations from companies and Members for the goods and funds throughout
the year!
Boucherie Notre-Dame

Eric Randolph

Pierre Tailly

Chez Daniel
Florist

Erin Sports Club

Pizza Mia

Fruiterie Jaffa

René Lussier
Farmers and maple syrup
producers

Cool & Simple
Gourmet frozen food
Dominique Anglade
Deputy Premier
Minister of Economy, Science and
Innovation, Minister responsible
for the Digital Strategy

Father Dowd Foundation
Marché Bleuet
Natural food products

Viviane Freedman

Mercer Canada Ltd

W.Maxwell

Pain d’Épi
Artisan Bakery

A huge thank you to the corporate and educational groups for the time given.
Plateau des Seigneurs
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